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A rendering of Millennium Partners’ proposal for a skyscraper on the Winthrop Square Garage
site in downtown Boston.

Council leans toward easing of
shadow law, despite critics

By Tim Logan  GLOBE STAFF   APRIL 25,  2017

Mayor Martin J. Walsh’s bid to get state law revised so a skyscraper can be built on

Winthrop Square was hammered at a City Council hearing on Monday, but the

measure appears to have enough support to pass and move on to the State House.

Walsh needs regulations that restrict shadows on Boston Common and the Public

Garden eased before a plan to build a 775-foot tower can move forward. The City

Council, Legislature, and the governor would have to approve the changes.
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Supporters and opponents of Walsh’s effort crammed into the City Council
chambers for a hearing that ran more than five hours. The crowd — many of them
wearing buttons and hoisting signs, either for or against the proposal — heard
several councilors blast the process that led to the complex legislation. But most
members suggested they would back the plan, chiefly for the sake of the $153
million that Millennium Partners, the developer, is offering to pay the city to buy
the shuttered Winthrop Square Garage.

“This is a no-brainer,” Councilor Sal LaMattina said. “This is just a good deal for
the City of Boston.”

Talking Points

The Walsh administration has earmarked much of the money to upgrade Boston
Common and Franklin Park and help renovate two public housing projects. The
pledge to spread the wealth to some of the city’s outer neighborhoods appeared to
win support from several councilors.
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We don’t have enough information to know if
this proposed tower and legislative compromise
is the best solution.

 Walsh pitches deal on Winthrop Sq.
tower, shadows

 Ramos: Don’t sweat the shadows on
Boston Common

Andrea Campbell, who represents Dorchester and Mattapan, said she would be

glad to see the proceeds from a downtown high-rise invested in Franklin Park,

which lies in her district.

“I see this very much as an equity issue,” she said.

Yet three councilors said they objected to the plan, which was crafted during

months of talks between the Boston Planning & Development Agency, Millennium

Partners, parks and neighborhood groups, and city and state lawmakers.

The discussions took place with the clock ticking on the city’s deal with

Millennium, said Councilor Tito Jackson, and would result in a law being rewritten

for the benefit of just one developer.

“You want us to open a 20-year-old law, let one project through, and then close it

again,” said Jackson, who is challenging Walsh in the November mayoral election.

“That to me is — pun intended — a shady deal.”

City Council president Michelle Wu criticized Walsh for rushing through a bill

without enough input from all affected parties.

“I don’t think there’s enough urgency to justify ramming this through,” she said.

Josh Zakim, whose district includes the Back Bay, Beacon Hill, and Mission Hill,

also opposes the measure.
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Other critics, including the Friends of the Public Garden, repeated concerns that
the deal would set a precedent that would allow future projects to cast shadows on
the parks if they bring new funds to the city.

“Would a future mayor turn down $50
million in one-time revenue in exchange for
a little shadow?” asked Liz Vizza, executive
director of the Friends. “This deal provides
that blueprint for the future.”

Representatives of landowners and
developers in the Back Bay voiced concern about a clause that would make it
harder to build a tall building in the neighborhood that casts much new shadow on
Copley Square. While zoning approved last year contained such restrictions, Walsh
is now open to having them put into state law — meaning they could not be undone
through zoning variances, which the city often grants to developers.

Leaders of several neighborhood groups and churches and dozens of union
construction workers showed up to testify in support of the project, and executives
from Millennium stressed the benefits the project would bring to the entire city.

After giving two hours of testimony, the BPDA’s director, Brian Golden, said he was
optimistic the City Council would support the mayor’s plan, with a vote coming as
soon as Wednesday. The measure could move on to the Legislature. Golden is
hoping for a vote by state lawmakers by the end of the session this summer.

Golden acknowledged that Walsh still needs to win support on Beacon Hill, where
at least two Boston lawmakers have voiced concerns about the plan. More tweaks
could yet be made in negotiations there.

But on Monday, Golden said that he wanted to make sure he won over the 13-
member City Council first.

“Right now,” he told councilors, “we’re focused on you.”

‘That to me is — pun intended

— a shady deal.’

Tito Jackson, city councilor and mayoral
candidate, on a plan for rewriting state law that

he says would benefit one developer 
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Harvard Business School’s annual contest for entrepreneurs is a case study

unto itself

MORE...

A dozen early-stage startups make their case today for why they should receive a
whole lot of attention from the VC world.

Turns out there’s a Bar Harbor on Mars. An Acadia, too.

MORE...

Bar Harbor. Ogunquit Beach. Lobster Mountain. NASA has turned to colorful
Maine place names to tag geological features on the Red Planet. 

Eaton Vance trader to plead guilty to defrauding firm of nearly $2 million

MORE...

A vice president at the Boston firm Eaton Vance Management agreed to plead guilty to
defrauding mutual funds.

Biogen’s pricey new drug sells big in first quarter

MORE...

Early sales of Biogen Inc.’s new drug to treat spinal muscular atrophy appear to be
stronger than industry analysts expected. 

Cape Cod, other holiday spots hit hard as temporary migrant worker
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Cape Cod, other holiday spots hit hard as temporary migrant worker
program shrinks

MORE...

“We’re not talking about Cape Cod being closed this summer, but these are critical
employees,” said a local immigration lawyer.

JetBlue really, really wants to fly between Boston and Cuba

MORE...

Rebuffed twice before, JetBlue has again asked permission for a weekly flight to
the former Cold War rival.

Biogen says study shows its drug helps older children with spinal muscular
atrophy

MORE...

The Cambridge biotech on Monday released data from a late-stage clinical trial of
Spinraza.

Polartec plant to be put up for auction

MORE...

The starting bid for the textile plant straddling nearly 15 acres in Methuen and
Lawrence will be $1.5 million.

This is not Brexit or Trump, so say au revoir to Marine Le Pen

MORE...

A victory by the far-right candidate in France’s presidential runoff election would
require something more like a miracle than a comeback.

Admirals Bank must fix problems before it is sold

MORE...

Before Boston-based Admirals Bank is sold to investors, it must fix more than a dozen
problems highlighted by federal regulators

Why is this house listed at $6 million? Location, location, location

MORE...

Virginia Luscinski’s properties are mere feet away from a $200 million massive
residential and commercial development that’s currently underway at South Bay

Center.
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Biotechs take lead in a new push against neurological disorders

MORE...

Local biotechs are developing drugs for neurological disorders like Alzheimer’s
and Huntington’s diseases.

New Deloitte boss has a tough act to follow: his mentor’s

MORE...

Kevin McGovern recently succeeded Bill Bacic as Deloitte & Touche LLP’s New
England managing partner. 

Eversource makes a power move on the South Boston waterfront

MORE...

To keep pace with the Seaport’s growth , the company has built a unique
substation 15 feet above the ground so it can withstand the worst storms or tidal

surges.

Lack of Oxford comma costs Maine company millions in overtime dispute

MORE...

A class-action lawsuit about overtime pay for truck drivers hinged entirely on a
debate that has bitterly divided many: The Oxford comma. 

Widett Circle wholesalers formally eye industrial park

MORE...

The meatpackers and fish processors are making their first formal step toward a
new home.

Get ready, selfdriving cars are coming to more Boston roads

MORE...

Boston-based nuTonomy Inc. has received city approval to expand the test area
across the Seaport and Fort Point neighborhoods. 

Jeff Immelt wants a radical transformation of GE

MORE...

Immelt didn’t want or need to change the world. He just wanted to change
General Electric Co. 
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